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Abstract. We introduce probo2, an end-to-end benchmark framework for abstract
argumentation solvers. It offers evaluation capabilities and analysis features for a
wide range of computational problems and is easily customizable.
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1. Introduction
Approaches to formal argumentation [1,7] are a significant part of active research in Artificial Intelligence. Especially, solving reasoning problems in Dung’s [5] abstract argumentation framework is fundamental for many argumentation systems. Solving such
computational complex reasoning problems requires efficient algorithms. In recent years,
there has been an increased effort to develop such algorithms and solvers [2]. To assess
the performance of a system, the evaluation on meaningful benchmarks is crucial and
adequate tools supporting researchers and developers in this task are essential. An example of such a tool is the original probo [4] framework, which provides a general interface and allows the comparison of abstract argumentation solvers in terms of correctness and performance. However, this tool lacks functionality for extensive analysis and
visualizations.
In this extended abstract, we present probo2, an end-to-end benchmark framework for abstract argumentation solvers. This framework aims at providing researchers
and developers with an easy-to-use, robust, and flexible command-line tool to simplify
and speed up typical tasks in benchmarking abstract argumentation solvers. Therefore,
probo2 offers functionalities to (1) generate benchmarks, (2) execute solvers and collect data, (3) verify the correctness of solvers, (4) compare the performance of solvers, (5)
perform statistical analysis and—of particular interest in the research context—(6) generate "publication-ready" visualizations of results. probo2 offers a standardized pipeline
for evaluating argumentation solvers. Users can specify which performance metrics to
use and how to visualize the results, allowing to compare different solvers easily. To reproduce results reliably, any experiment is completely described by a configuration file.
In addition, probo2 supports the parallelization of experiments. During development,
we set a strong focus on customizability. The modular design of probo2 allows users
to modify and extend functionality to their needs. For now, the framework focuses on
abstract argumentation. However, since probo2 is still being further developed, extensions to structured argumentation frameworks are foreseen for the future.

2. Implementation Overview
probo2 is written in Python. The source code and a detailed documentation are publicly
available on GitHub1 . It is compatible with any solver implementing the ICCMA interface. All computational problems and semantics of past competitions are supported, including classical problems such as deciding acceptability and enumerating extensions as
well as corresponding tasks for dynamic problems and counting tasks. probo2 accepts
abstract argumentation frameworks in the ASPARTIX format [6] and the Trivial
Graph Format2 . The framework also incorporates various graph generators such as
the StableGenerator [4] or AFBenchGen [3]. This enables the generation of diverse and
challenging argumentation graphs. A configuration file fully describes experiments, allowing for reproducing results reliably. Correctness of solutions is verified by specifying a reference solver or providing pre-calculated solutions. In order to compare the
performance of different solvers, various established performance measures such as the
penalized average runtime, instance coverage, and the ICCMA scorings are available.
For more extensive statistical analysis, probo2 offers parametric and non-parametric
significance tests, including posthoc analysis. Users can choose between various result
visualizations, including scatter plots, cactus plots, and pie charts. Tabular data can be
directly exported to LatTeX, HTML, or just plain text formats. As stated before, a key
feature of probo2 is its customizability. All visualizations can be customized according
to user preferences. Custom functionalities can be integrated into the existing pipeline
with a single command.

3. Summary
In this extended abstract, we gave a short overview on the probo2 benchmark framework. probo2 is continuously being improved and we welcome any feedback or suggestions for further features.
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